
Japan Trip Part 2



Tsumago
Tsumago (妻籠) was a post town on the Nakasendo  route 
between Kyoto and Edo. It is known today as one of the best preserved 
post towns in Japan.



Onyado-Daikiti Ryokan

Dinner was amazing here, but it was the horse sashimi and fried 
grasshoppers that freaked a couple of people out.







Matsushiroya Ryokan







Magome-Tsumago Trail











Tokyo

Seibu Yagisawa Airbnb



Tokyo National Museum



Edo-Tokyo Museum



Ohashi House Museum



Jane finding her friends & Nanny



Shinjuku District





Kabuki TheaterKabuki is a classical Japanese 
dance-drama. Kabuki theatre is 
known for the stylization of its 
drama and for the elaborate 
make-up worn by some of its 
performers.



Meiji Shrine
Meiji Shrine, located in Shibuya, 
Tokyo, is the Shinto shrine that is 
dedicated to the deified spirits of 
Emperor Meiji and his wife, 
Empress Shōken. 



Harijuku District









Aizu Wakamatsu



Tsurugajo CastleTsuruga-jo Castle is the symbol of SAMURAI CITY Aizu. Renowned as an impregnable 
fortress, it lasted for one month against a fierce enemy siege during a civil war at the end of 
the Edo period (1868-1869). In 1874, at the end of the samurai era, it was torn down, leaving 
only the stone walls. In response to citizen's wishes, it was later rebuilt in 1965. In 2011, it 
underwent major refurbishment with its roof tiles replaced with red-colored tiles and was 
restored to its former glory.



Tagoto Ryokan



Ryokan Mukaitaki 
(very famous historic ryokan)







Samurai Residencees –Aizu Bukeyahiki





Oyakuen Garden



Imoriyama
Iimori Hill is a mountain near the city of Aizuwakamatsu, Fukushima 
Prefecture, Japan. It is notable as the site of the ritual suicide of members 
of the Byakkotai in the Boshin War. It is located about one and a half 
kilometers to northeast from Tsuruga Castle.



Sazaedo
Built in 1796 on Iimoriyma hillside, this beautiful Buddhist temple features an orthogonal three-

storey pagoda (16.5m/54ft high) and a double spiral ramp.



Ouchi-Juku

Ōuchi-juku was a small post station 
in Japan's Edo period and part of 
the Aizu Nishi Kaidō. It is now 
located in the town of Shimogō in 
Minamiaizu District, Fukushima 
Prefecture, and is famous for the 
numerous traditional thatched 
buildings from the Edo Period that 
line its main street.



MatsushimaMatsushima is a city on the northeast 
coast of Japan's Honshu Island. It’s 
known for the hundreds of forested 
islands that dot Matsushima Bay. The 
grand Zuiganji Temple was built in 1609. 
Nearby, Entsūin Temple is noted for its 
moss, rock and rose gardens, and for 
its colorful fall foliage. From the port, a 
curved red bridge leads to the wooden 
Godaidō Temple. Trails criss-cross the 
pine forest on Fukuurajima Island.

Uchi Matsushima Guesthuse



Takayama Beach



Matsushima Tour Boat



Fukuurabashi Bridge & Island



Zuiganji Temple



Ueno


